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Message from the Author (click for audio message)
Be sure you are reading this in a place where you are at peace and can think
without distractions. You might want to print it off so you can go
somewhere away from your computer. Don’t try to multitask while reading
this. This is about YOUR LIFE and I really want to help you and serve you in
making your life what it can be. I have found that a main reason so many
fail at weight loss is because they are so busy thinking about THINGS
GOING ON in their life, they never take the time to think ABOUT their life! So enjoy these
pages alone with your true self listening—so you can really think about yourself in a true and
honest way. Take 45minutes of complete quiet alone time for you and read these pages—they
could change your life! -Dave

Some can lose it; most can’t keep it off
Whether you’ve lost a bunch of weight or you’re about to partake on another weight loss
journey, the cold hard facts are that the vast majority who lose weight gain it back. Some
statistics show that as many as 90% of people who lose
weight gain it all back and then some. If 90% of people
that went to Las Vegas lost, there would be no Las
Vegas! If your favorite sports team lost 90% of the time,
you’d soon pick a new favorite team! If 90% of the time
the food you ordered came to you cold or incorrect,
you’d find a new restaurant. So why do so many people
keep trying to lose weight?
The weight loss business is a huge business and it’s full
of “snake-oil” products. From powders you shake on
your food to belts that shock your abs to contract, the
weight loss industry offers the whole gamut of shady, get-results-fast products and services.
The sad thing isn’t that all these products are for sale. The sad thing is people are buying them
and making the sellers millionaires; leaving you with less money in your wallet, no less fat, and
another blow to your hopes of ever living in the body you wish you had.

Most lose weight for extrinsic reasons
It’s not the product or service that’s the reason for weight loss let-down. In the case of most
home exercise equipment, if you used it and followed a weight loss inducing diet, you would
lose weight. Weight loss success all boils down to WHY you are trying to lose weight.
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We all compare ourselves to others and need the approval of others. Even though you might
think you’re losing weight to feel better about yourself, beneath that reason, you’re really
losing weight to feel better about what others think of you and what you think of yourself as
compared to others—both those people in your life and the ideals we see on TV and in our
society. Extrinsic motivation comes from wanting to do something for reasons external to you.
The classic example of an extrinsic motivator is losing weight for a wedding. Other common
extrinsic motivators for losing weight are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vacation
Class reunion
Family reunion
New Year resolution
Summer season
Want to fit into smaller Jeans
To feel more attractive to others
To get more respect
To win office contest
To run a 5K race
Doctor says I need to
Spouse thinks I should
My friend lost weight so I should too
To get ahead at work

Notice all these extrinsic motivators to lose weight have to do with what others think and one’s
concern with others external opinions. But what happens when the vacation is over? What
happens when the class reunion is over? What happens when the wedding is over? What
happens when the doctor’s comments or husband’s comments fade into the past?
When you start to lose weight for the approval of your spouse, friends or customers, you’ll be
motivated to lose some weight, but because this motivation is external, you’ll come to a point
when the going gets tough and the external reason loses its power to motivate you. You’ll start
to think:





“If they are a real friend, they’ll accept me for who I am.”
“If my spouse really loves me, he’ll accept me for who I am.”
“I don’t need to be thin to be a great salesperson, I can use my personality to win
people over.”
“It doesn’t matter what jean size I wear, I’m a good mother!”
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When you are losing weight for someone or something, it is
either temporary or eventually loses its power.
Extrinsic reasons are never enough
When you tag your happiness or satisfaction on extrinsic things, it becomes a never ending
quest. We’ve all experienced this and we all struggle with this. Soon after you get a new car,
you see something you think is better. Soon after you reach a certain level of income, you start
wishing you had more. Soon after you buy “the home of your dreams”, you start wishing you
had bigger closets and a larger patio area.
Why is this? To feel good (happiness), we all
compare ourselves externally to others. The man
who is making $50,000 per year income
compares himself to the man making $100,000.
The women living in a $200,000 home compares
her home to the friend living in a $500,000
home. The newly married woman compares her
marriage to her friends and wishes her husband
was like her friend’s husband.
It is our human nature to compare ourselves to others who have more or better than we do
rather than who have less. Such comparisons make us feel less-than, inferior and unhappy,
causing us to need more and more in an endless quest to feel internally happy from extrinsic
reasons.

Parenting causes extrinsic-obsessed adults
If 90% of diets end up failing, why do we
keep trying? The answer lies in how we
were taught to think through the efforts of
our Mom & Dad who did their best to
parent us. Through the process of our
parents giving and taking away approval to
teach us “correct” behaviors, we were
deeply programmed to believe how we see
ourselves, and therefore our happiness, is
dependent on others approval.
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Little children by nature don’t care what others think. They do what they do and say what they
want to say. We parents drive that out of them in a way that unintentionally creates a near
phobia of just the opposite—an obsession over what others think.
As little kids, the most important thing in the world is the Love and approval of our parents.
Parents give small kids not only food, shelter and Love, but most importantly the only feedback
they have as to who they are. Kids develop a definition of who they are based on what the
important adults in their life tell them. When a parent tells a child they are forgetful, bad,
inconsiderate or whatever, they accept that as who they are.
Parents don’t set off with any intension of creating approval-seeking adults when trying to
parent their children to become “good” kids. When parents yell, spank, give time-outs, or just
look mad, the child feels pain in the form of guilt. This occurs day after day, week after week,
month after month and year after year until internally at the very core of the little child’s brain
this powerful belief takes root:

When others disapprove of me it really hurts!
Any child under the age of 10 cannot understand the difference between someone being mad
at THEM or only being mad at THEIR BEHAVIOR. Children FEEL that any anger from a parent is
being mad AT THEM, and that experience, time after time, literally thousands of times before
age 10 gets implanted in the child’s subconscious. This belief takes powerful root causing
extrinsically obsessed adults that believe at the deepest subconscious level:

I better start really focusing my attention on what others are
thinking about me or I could do something wrong and be
rejected and feel terrible.
You might think, “My kids know I Love them unconditionally because I tell them I do!” This may
be true, but to a kid you can SAY you Love them all day long, but when you spank, yell, lose
your temper, or anything else we categorize as “parenting”, the child FEELS like he is unloved
and disapproved of. Emotion experienced always trumps words.
So for most people, losing weight has to do with extrinsic reasons—what people think of you.
People don’t go on diets to avoid a possible future heart problem. People go on diets and
obsess about their weight because they internally, at a subconscious automatic level of
thinking, fear they will lose approval from others. Ironically, our approval-seeking thinking
causes the emotional displeasures that CAUSE a person to overuse food to feel pleasure and
thus become overweight!
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Self-betterment is impossible when you don’t feel good about yourself
Constantly comparing ourselves causes most to feel less than—
especially the more emotional the comparisons like our physical
appearance! If you don’t feel good about yourself, why would you
go through the trouble of restricting yourself from pleasure eating
and drinking for the sake of self-betterment? Ironically only those
who feel good about themselves are motivated to improve
themselves or keep themselves in an improved state. When you feel “less-than”, the appeal of
enjoying tasty food and drink is irresistible when one has little else in their life that brings them
feelings of pleasure and enjoyment. Take note that you don’t have to be depressed or even
show outward signs of discontent with your life for this to occur. If you have an inner
discontent with your life and who you are, you will be powerfully drawn to enjoy the easy and
always available pleasure of eating.
The feeling of Happiness is something your brain must have. Our brains were designed that
way by our creator. Without it you start to feel what we define as “depressed”. Enjoying
pleasure foods brings this needed feeling easily. The catch is that it causes more unhappiness
later when you gain weight or feel guilty because you can’t control yourself. This then leads to
MORE self-dissatisfaction which causes an even greater attraction to the pleasure of food and
an even lower desire to restrict oneself for the sake of self-betterment! This is how a person
can get addicted to binging! “Who cares, I blew my diet yesterday so I might as well finish this
quart of ice cream!” Then after finishing the ice cream you think to yourself: “God, I really
screwed up, I might as well have a few of the M&Ms I’ve been hiding….it doesn’t matter now.”
And you end up eating the whole bag. Sound familiar?

Most adults live lives that suck
How do children who love life and don’t even know what stress and anxiety are, grow up to be
adults who live their lives going to a “job” that puts them in a constant state of stress and
unhappiness? Studies show that 80% of people who wake up in the morning really don’t want
to go to their work, but they “have to”.
I’ve seen workers at the factory near my gym arrive at work and sit in their car in the parking lot
until they “have to” go into the building and start working. I can’t imagine what it must be like
going to a job day after day that you don’t want to start 1-minute earlier than you “have to”!
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Kids dream about the possibilities of
what they can become when they
grow up. Adults get real and settle
for $15.75 an hour at a job that
wasn’t remotely a part of their
dreams. Little girls play “house” and
envision the perfect marriage and a
perfect family but reality usually
never pans out like our dreams.
Maybe it’s not because dreams
don’t come true, but because we
are taught to get “real” from our parents and others, that we never gave our dreams the
attention they needed to come true. Either way, most adults are living lives that are not
compelling or meaningful to them, which is necessary to bring the needed inner happiness to
the human spirit. Most adults live lives that are the same week after week and month after
month, stuck in a self-imposed rut of security and familiarity that is killing their spirit and
causing an internal happiness deficit that causes the powerful “feel like” attraction to seek
feeling good from other sources.
Escapism is the term used by psychologists to describe a person’s need to escape the
disappointing reality of one’s own life or circumstances. Movies and sports are great examples.
When my team is a winner, I feel like a winner even if I feel like a loser at work or at home. For
the 3 hours of game time, I’m not thinking about my disappointments. It also gives me
something to look forward to…Monday Night Football is just two days away! When the movie
hero is chasing the bad guys, I’m right there engulfed in the drama, and for 90 minutes I don’t
have to think about my bills, my marriage, my career, unfinished projects, recent comparisons
or anything else I’d rather not think about.
Distracting your mind from your reality is a lot easier than trying to change your reality. Proof
of this is the fact that a funny video of a bear falling out of a tree will get 1,340,000 views on
YouTube, but video teaching a great tip on how to be a better parent will only get 127 views!
Most people have spent so long ignoring their problems and distracting themselves that they
find it difficult to even understand the source of their “stress” so we just keep living life thinking
“that’s just me”.

Kindergarteners don’t have weight problems
I made an interesting discovery by chance at my daughter’s Kindergarten spring concert. None,
I repeat, none of the kids on that stage were overweight! The range was from very thin to a bit
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pudgy, but no kids were overweight
or obese at this age! Why is this I
thought? Kids this age can’t sit still
very long, but it’s not the non-stop
movement that’s the main reason.
I have also noticed my daughter never
wanted to eat when it was time to
Click for Video
eat. She is always too busy giving doll
shows, setting up games, making
crafts, drawing pictures and dragging
out toy after toy. The point being, she was too busy discovering, learning and expressing! She
had many things that intrigued her more than eating. Eating to her was a distraction and only
when the hunger signals to her brain outweighed the joy she was having discovering, learning
and expressing, did eating even cross her mind! And when she did eat, she’d usually lose her
concentration and start playing with
something at the table or sneak off before
finishing her plate because she wanted to
get back to playing. Moreover, she had
crazy eating habits like asking for malts and
always being hungry right before bed. Elle
doesn’t need to use food to create shortterm pleasure in her life, she gets massive
pleasure out of living life! You used to be
this way too. It’s time to get this back! And
for permanent weight loss, you must!
My daughter Elle and her cousin Rian

What is my purpose?
The greatest need we all share as humans is to feel that our lives are meaningful. When we
sense and know that we are contributing in meaningful ways, we feel a deep sense of
satisfaction. Test this theory on yourself. Remember the last time someone in your family or a
friend was sincerely in trouble and needed your help? Remember how alive you felt?
Remember how proud you felt that you had helped and made a difference. Your sister needed
to make 5 dozen cookies for her son’s class fundraiser and she ran out of vanilla so you packed
up a bag full of ingredients, drove out, and helped her until 11:30 pm.
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We are hardwired to feel a deep inner joy in helping others and finding purpose to our lives.
When we feel what we are doing is not helping others or isn’t meaningful, we feel unfulfilled.
Feeling internally unfulfilled, you’ll be attracted to distractions (escapism) from your internal
unhappiness with things like movies, TV, magazines, gossip, complaining, tragic news, and
eating and drinking.
The most effective way to develop a deep feeling of meaning to your life is to develop a calling.
A calling is something you feel deeply passionate about; something you feel “called” to do. You
see the correlation between what you’re doing and how it’s helping others or contributing to
the greater good. It answers the eternal question for internal happiness: “Why am I alive?” If
you can’t answer this question in a way that’s compelling to you, you have the source of your
problems! When you can answer this question with whole-hearted passion, internal
unhappiness will be replaced with internal pride. Now the other things you used to do to feel
good will lose their necessity, making breaking free from them possible, rather than impossible.
We all live lives with unique experiences that teach us and point us toward our potential calling.
If you look back at all the painful and challenging experiences in your life, you will find
something that stirs you. A woman who lost her child to drunk driving
founded Mothers against Drunk Driving (MADD). A man who lost his
job and spent months homeless, now runs a homeless shelter parttime helping those people find dignity and a new start in life.
Your calling doesn’t have to be some huge thing. It can be as simple
as volunteering one night a week at a Church to help other people
who are going through tough times. Even helping in small ways allows
you to feel better about the answer to the question “Why am I alive?”
when you put your head on your pillow at night.
Often, the best place to start is to simply look at your
current career and ask this question: “What am I
currently doing that is helping others?” When you find that answer, you can focus more of your
energy and passion on this to create a calling from what
you’re currently doing. For example, a car salesman didn’t
feel he had a calling in his life. After thinking about the above
question, he realized that he wasn’t simply strapping people
to a large monthly payment, but rather helping families with
one of the most important things in their lives---safe
transportation. He realized how much we take for granted
each time we turn the key and drive down the road—
especially for families with small children, where a breakdown
Candy Lightner, founder of MADD
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could become a dangerous and traumatic event.
With this new definition of his career, he now viewed his calling as helping families find safe
and reliable transportation. He prided himself in helping parents make good decisions on
features that really mattered and those that didn’t. He also began calling his past clients each
year to recommend services like a battery change to ensure no breakdowns. With his new
“calling” his passion shined through and word began to spread about his sincere desire to help
families with this very important aspect of their lives. Not only did his life satisfaction meter go
through the roof, but his income also doubled AND he dropped 20 pounds because as he put it:
“I just wanted to exercise and eat healthy. For the first time in my life, I didn’t have to force
myself… I wanted to!”
How does this happen? Simple, when you’re living your life “on purpose” and you know that
you are contributing to this world in a meaningful way, your self-loathing is replaced by selflove! Self-Love is the required ingredient that automatically gives you powerful and neverending internal motivation for self-betterment.

Your environment creates your beliefs
A psychology graduate student wanted to test
the theory that environment determines how
one perceives himself, so he took an eagle egg
to a chicken farmer. They put the eagle egg in
with the chicken eggs and let it hatch with the
other chicks. The baby eagle grew up with a
Hen for a mother and his brothers and sisters,
friends and other adults were all chickens. He
looked different from the other chickens, but
everyone treated him like one of the rest. He
spent his days clucking around, pecking at the
ground, looking for seeds and doing the things chickens do.
One day a large adult eagle flew over the farm and the farm eagle and the other chickens saw
that he looked like that bird in the air. After observing this flying bird, the other chickens
thought that he must be able to fly too! The farm eagle just shook his head in disbelief and
dismissed the idea because as he said, “I’m a chicken and chickens don’t fly!” Any other birds
that flew over the farm he began to ignore. Soon the other chickens stopped talking about the
other birds in the air because they could tell it was a sore subject for him.
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The story of the eagle who thought he was a chicken describes how easy it is to limit ourselves
by our own self-definitions. This story also illustrates how a person gets their self-definitions
and how difficult they are to change.

Who am I? Life’s most important question!
I was sitting in a bar several months ago and I could not help but “people watch”. The bar was
full of people with tattoos and sleeveless shirts who were smoking, swearing, drinking and
complaining about life while listening to a rock band. Some might say this crowd was a bunch
of “losers”. But I remembered all that I have learned about human development and rather
than judging them, I felt empathy for them, because I had learned that what determines what
kind of adults we become is nothing more than what we were taught to believe about ourselves
early in life before we had any say in the matter!
The difference between a baby that is born to parents of people in that bar and a baby that is
born into a family with a country club membership is absolutely nothing! The baby is taught
who she is indirectly and directly by the influential adults in her life as she grows over the years.
By the time the baby is school age and can experience the influence of other adults with
potentially better definitions for her, most of the core
self-definitions are already firmly entrenched. Sadly, for
most of us, those self-definitions are far below our real
potential and what we could expect from ourselves and
life. Even sadder is the fact that our self-definitions are
self-justifying! Meaning we automatically seek to do and
listen to only those things that prove and reinforce our
beliefs! We automatically ignore or disbelieve any
thoughts or proof that would be contrary to our
established self-definitions. So by the time that baby
grows up and goes out into the world on her own, she has a powerful definition of who she is,
what she can accomplish and what she can expect out of life—which she lives out and
reinforces every day.
Much of what a child learns to believe of himself is simply by looking around and seeing the
other people and thinking, “I must be like them”. A child also learns quickly that “fitting in” is
the way to get approval and Love from his parents. Parents make it perfectly clear through
physical punishment (spanking) and psychological punishment (anger, ignoring, judging) that
you must conform to their standards and be like them to gain their love and avoid being
punished and feeling unloved.
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But despite what your parents said or did, just looking around you day after day, month after
month and year after year, it became perfectly clear to you that if you lived in a chicken coop,
and did the things chickens do, that you MUST be a chicken! Many of us chickens had loving
parents who tried their best to tell us that we were eagles and could do whatever we dreamed.
But despite these good-intended words, the reinforcing power of observing our parents
complaining about life, going to a job they don’t like, and living an unhealthy lifestyle was far
more influential on our self-definition than any contrary words!

Intrinsic motivation
Intrinsic motivation is doing something for reasons inside you. It’s doing something because
that’s who you believe you are. If I see myself as a kind person, I will do kind things because
that fits my self-definition. I don’t need some outside motivation like a prize or approval from
others to do kind things. I do these things because that’s who I believe I am. For example,
most people are intrinsically motivated to not steal from others. Sure there are extrinsic
reasons not to steal from others, like going to jail, but most of us are internally motivated to
never even think about robbing anyone because that’s not who we are.
Intrinsic motivation is the automatic force that causes you to only do the things consistent with
who you believe you are. Only until your belief of “who you are” changes, does your internal
motivation change. For me to lose my
intrinsic motivation to not steal from
others, I would need to change my selfdefinition. This could happen if I were to
get around other thieves, become their
friend, listen to how they justify stealing
and seek their approval and friendship and
thus incorporate their beliefs as mine. Only
until I started seeing myself as a thief would I be able to steal from others. And each time I did
steal, my self-definition would be reinforced making the likelihood of that behavior in the
future stronger!
Who you see yourself as intrinsically motivates your automatic “feel like” behavior. Your
behavior reinforces who you define yourself as. When you see yourself as a healthy, thin
person you automatically want to exercise and eat to be the person who you believe you are.
Each time you see yourself eating healthy and exercising, your self-definition as a healthy
person gets stronger.
Once you develop a self-definition, it doesn’t change easily. It’s deeply programmed into the
deepest levels of your subconscious. Your identity definitions are at the core of all your daily
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behaviors. Unfortunately you develop most of your self-definitions from your environment and
others before you become an adult and have the ability to choose your self-definitions.

Only until your belief of “who you are” changes, does your
internal motivation change.
Intrinsically motivated people don’t need diets
If you believe you are a thin and healthy person, you will do what a thin and healthy person
does. Intrinsic motivation is automatic. You just do it because it feels “right”. If you believe
you’re a generous person, you don’t need to read books to remind yourself to help people who
ask for your help. You automatically do it because you “want to”. Why? Because doing so
meets your deepest need of acting consistent with
your self-definition. When you act inconsistent with
who you believe you are, you feel “bad”, “out of
sorts”, “embarrassed”, “ashamed” and usually we
find it so internally painful that we justify our
behavior by blaming something or someone else. For
example, if I see myself as a kind person and I lose
my cool and yell at someone else’s kid at a friend’s
house, I would be motivated by my internal pain of acting outside my self-definition to
somehow justify my behavior as “I had to” or “The kid deserved it”.
People whose self-definition is consistent with eating healthy and exercising don’t need to go
on a diet or get a trainer to force them to do what it takes to lose weight. When you become
intrinsically motivated by changing your self-definitions, the behaviors that cause and maintain
a healthy weight body become something you just “feel like”
doing!

Why so many people gain weight back.
Most people who lose weight and gain it back believe that their
weight loss failure was due to their lack of willpower, resolve
or some other lacking personal characteristic. This crippling
belief is simply not true! Everyone who goes on a diet and
loses weight for extrinsic reasons loses weight by exercising
and eating healthy for that external reason rather than the
internal reason of “that’s who I am”.
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From their self-definition, overweight people are naturally subconsciously compelled to do
what overweight people do, because that’s who they see themselves as! People that lose
weight successfully for extrinsic reasons still “see” themselves as “a heavy person who lost
weight”. They lost weight, but they never lost how they see themselves—their selfdefinition. Even though they are thinner externally, they still believe internally that they are a
heavy person who had to do difficult things and make sacrifices to look different on the outside.
One’s belief in who they are powerfully guides what a person does. It doesn’t matter what
reality is, what one believes IS one’s reality! Just like the eagle who thought he was a chicken
or the anorexic girl who thinks she’s “fat”, a healthy weight person who believes they are an
overweight person who lost weight, will go back to being who they believe they are
automatically—even if they don’t want to consciously. Very few stay motivated from external
motivation long enough, and possess self-esteem strong enough, to allow a new self-definition
to develop: “I’m a healthy weight person who used to be overweight.”
Everyone who goes on a diet and loses weight for extrinsic reasons loses
weight by exercising and eating healthy for that external reason rather
than the internal reason of “that’s who I am”.

Fear is a powerful force that keeps people stuck
Have you ever felt or heard yourself say: “I could never do that” or “That’s just not me”
The emotion of fear is the most powerful emotion you
experience. It’s designed that way to motivate you to avoid
and move away from danger and toward safety. When it
comes to physical danger, it makes complete sense. Fear of
crashing and killing yourself if you text while driving is a
good thing. But fear doesn’t make much sense when it
comes to emotional danger. Fear of going to college or
pursuing your dream because you don’t think you’re smart
enough, is just one example of fear hurting, not helping you!
Any place in your life where you have said, “I can’t do that,
that’s just not me”, fear has you trapped. “I could never jog
5 miles.” “I could never open my own business.” “I could
never run for school board, that’s just not me.” In the
context of weight loss, it becomes: “I could never find time to exercise every day.” “I could never
join a gym, that’s just not me.” “I could never be satisfied with just a salad, that’s not me.”
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To create a new identity, fear must be addressed. You can’t completely eliminate fear. Even
seasoned speakers and performers experience fear. The difference is they do two things. They
define fear differently and they are able to move forward despite of fear.
Successful people define fear as an energy that is normal and not a signal to retreat. Successful
people see the outcome as more important than the temporary feeling of fear. Unsuccessful
people dislike the feeling of fear to such an extent that they are highly compelled to avoid it.
How does this happen? Each time you feel fear and retreat and then feel relief, you teach your
brain that retreating from fear = pleasure. So the subconscious association between this feeling
and avoiding it becomes very strong. Only when you reverse this and take action despite
feeling fear, and get the positive rewards of taking action, will you break this powerful
association that holds you back. The more you move forward despite feeling fear, the less
powerful the association between fear and retreat becomes.
Even just one powerfully emotional experience can collapse years of associating fear with
retreat. An example of this would be the soft-spoken secretary who goes sky diving and a week
later puts a down payment on an office space to start her own business!
“A person will only do something they’ve first seen themselves doing in
their mind.” -Roy Williams

How do you become an Eagle when you think you’re a Chicken?
So how do you change your self-definition? To answer that question, let’s go back to the farm.
We saw that the other chickens who tried to suggest that the eagle was different than them
didn’t find much success. The farm eagle didn’t want to think he was anything other than what
he knew himself to be, even cool positive things
like being able to fly! Nobody wants someone
else telling them they should see themselves
as more or to even think they should be more.
A defensive mechanism kicks in that compels a
person to justify their current position. There’s
a safe comfort in our own self-definitions, even
if that is less than what we could be.
But there is hope! The powerful grip of one’s
self-definitions are no match to the power of
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proof by experience. The farm eagle can read books, watch videos, attend seminars or have
several counselors or coaches tell him that he’s really an eagle and not a chicken, but until he
proves it to himself, little will change! The eagle must experience proof that is undeniable.
If the eagle wakes up and sees the chicken coop, the other chickens, and everything is pretty
much the same day after day, then how he sees himself will also stay the same day after day.
Your beliefs are formed and reinforced by your environment. Now let’s say that the farmer
takes the eagle, tranquilizes him and puts him in a beautiful mountainside eagle’s nest
overlooking a beautiful green valley with a sparkling river full of fish—an eagle paradise! After
the tranquilizer wore off, the eagle would wake up in a TOTALLY NEW ENVIRONMENT! As soon
as the eagle opened his eyes, the transformation of his self-definitions would begin! He’d no
longer have his old chicken coop environment reinforcing his old chicken beliefs.

Your beliefs are formed and reinforced from your environment
Because this new environment is awesome, the eagle is strongly drawn toward it. He feels
feelings of awe and excitement rather than fear. These emotions are like rocket fuel for
creating new beliefs! Because the environment is making him feel incredible pleasure, he is
exceptionally open to new thinking and beliefs. Soon he is visited by other eagles and they ask
him to come join them in snagging some fish from the river below. As he is asked this, he feels
goose bumps form under his feathers as he can’t believe what he just heard! After a short
pause he says “sssss…ure” and steps to the edge of the nest. He feels fear begin to well up in
his body, but at the same time a new level of confidence he has never felt before emerges. He
opens his wings, jumps and follows the lead of the other eagles. He begins to fly and after a
few seconds, he feels shear exhilaration and pride overtake his fear as he looks at the other
eagles majestically flying on each side of him. In just a few seconds, from this incredible
experience, his old self-definitions have taken a massive blow!

To change your self-definitions you must:
1. Get in a new awesome environment that opens up your mind to greater possibilities.
2. Have exhilarating experiences that shocks your belief system in such powerful ways
that they crush the old self-limiting beliefs.
3. Reinforce the new empowering self-definitions by acting from them until they become
permanent.
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Now you know—the three essentials for successful change!
Now you understand why a person can read books,
watch videos, hire a personal trainer, see a counselor,
join a program, hire another trainer or buy another
exercise machine and still be unable to lose the weight
permanently! This is called yo-yo dieting. I call it
wasting your time and money. But worse than that, is
the fact that each weight loss failure reinforces in your
subconscious: “this is who I am…a weight loss failure!”
This self-definition all but ensures future weight loss
failures and a life feeling less-than! But no more!
But worse than that, is the fact that each weight loss failure reinforces in
your subconscious: “this is who I am…a weight loss failure!”

Let’s look more closely at the three essential ingredients for PERMANENT Weight Loss:

Essential #1: Be in an Awesome Environment
An environment that makes you feel “in awe and excited” gets your brain to become like a
sponge for new beliefs! This is why so many people (me included) end up buying time shares
when we go on vacation! When you feel great, you are much more agreeable! Just think about
how much more agreeable your spouse is when he/she is feeling fantastic. When you are
feeling fantastic from being in a fantastic environment, your brain is automatically highly
motivated and acceptable to program in new beliefs.

Essential #2: Have an Awesome Experience
You can read all the books and watch all the videos you want, but your brain develops its most
powerful beliefs based on experience.
Experience one horrible bee sting and you instantly
lock-in a powerful belief about bees that might last
the rest of your life! Experience one incredible
thing you did that you never thought you could do,
and you forever change how you see yourself! For
example, I attended a 4-day “Unleash the Power
Within” seminar with Tony Robbins where each
participant was to walk bare foot across 12 feet of
burning coals! The experience only lasted a few
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seconds, but it’s something my subconscious will never forget! I felt fear, but did it anyway.
My mind said “What if I trip? What if it really hurts!”, but I did it anyway! My self-definition
changed knowing I can walk across fire…so why should I worry about or fear little things?
Without a doubt, experience creates the proof your brain needs to see yourself differently.
Your brain is a proof-based mechanism. It believes what it experiences. When you open up
your senses in an environment that makes you feel awesome and then toss yourself into an
awesome empowering experience, you create a massive imprint of undeniable proof to your
brain!

Essential #3: Find your Awesome Calling
Having a calling gives you a new self-definition that gives you loads of internal happiness and
self-esteem. Rather than thinking: “I sell cars for a living” you now believe that: “I help families
stay safe by helping them find a safe and reliable vehicle.” A calling drives you toward your
internal God-given desire to live a meaningful life. When you feel you are working on your
destiny, you don’t need much else to feel good. You don’t need an alarm clock with a snooze
button to get out of bed. Your entire perspective on your life changes and you’ll be
automatically compelled to take care of yourself because you feel really good about yourself
on a deep internal level.

My Cozumel Permanent Weight Loss Experience
In creating a TRULY permanent weight
loss method, I knew I had to include
EXPERIENCES in a NEW ENVIRONMENT
that would crush ones old self-definitions
that always pull a person back to their old
habits.
Why Cozumel? Being in Cozumel Mexico
is simple to describe: Paradise! When you
are in paradise, your brain opens up and
wants to learn like you were a kid again!
Nothing could be more important than being in an environment you feel is totally different
from your home environment. It allows you to easily change old beliefs because the
environment that supports your old beliefs is not there powerfully pulling you back! This, by
the way, is why most marriage counseling never works—you go home from the counselor in the
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same car, drive down the same road, go to the same house and sleep in the same bed! The
same old environment powerfully cues the same old feelings and behaviors!
In Cozumel, we’ll be doing three things:

1. Opening up your mind to a new world of
possibilities by freeing you from your old
environment.
2. Adopting new empowering beliefs from
powerful experiences.
3. Finding your Calling and designing a
compelling future.

My wife Jenny and I in Cozumel

You’ll learn where your self-limiting beliefs came from so that you can see how senseless and
weak they are. We’ll present so much evidence to your brain that it simply must let go of your
old self-limiting beliefs! Toss in a couple totally exhilarating “never forget” experiences and you
have a recipe for going home on the plane with a new self-definition, calling and the confidence
that will take you to a new life of joy and passion that makes permanent weight-loss automatic!

Emotional Experience = Permanent Change
Think back to the things that shaped your life. Most, if not all,
were emotional events you experienced. That’s where the
phrase “life-changing event” comes from. An accident,
witnessing the birth of your child, getting fired, a stranger
helping you with a flat tire. We remember these things for
years because they leave a giant imprint on our memory.
Nothing stands up to the power of emotional experiences
when it comes to creating giant changes in your life. That’s
why I’ve developed two unique and powerful experiences to
create permanent change in your life called “The Plunge” and
the “Go Under”.
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Your ability to live with and move forward while experiencing
the emotion of fear is an essential skill to break free from selfdestructive habits that stand in your way. This experience will
burn into your subconscious a new identity that you CAN
rather than you can’t!

Your minds constant processing of what could happen or
what did happen destroys your ability to live in the
emotional state needed to succeed. When you feel stress,
pressure,
anxiety,
regret, anger or guilt, food often becomes a
must-have comfort. This experience will teach
you how to “go under” your habitual
emotional reactions to enable you to live your
life free from the emotional bondage of stress
Click for Video
allowing your true higher self to emerge and
be in control of your life!
Here’s where we’ll be…in Paradise!

Now is YOUR Time!
There isn’t a topic much more emotional
than weight-loss. It’s something we avoid
with loved ones and friends so most people
end up struggling on their own. I know. I’ve
been there. Feeling less-than is feeling like
you’re dying, just getting by, just trying to
look in the mirror and make justifications to
yourself to feel good enough to get through
another day.
There is nothing more empowering than
knowing that you have control over your life
and an exciting future. This is what I offer
you, an opportunity not to try another

In my best shape.
Here’s me when my self-definition
was different than it is today!
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weight-loss program, but to join me in doing what it really takes to create true permanent
weight-loss that I have outlined in this e-book!
If what I have talked about makes sense to you, then imagine for a moment joining me and
gaining control of your body and life. Imagine what it would feel like being really proud of your
body and who you are. Imagine having the confidence to wear clothes that express your body
rather than hide it. Imagine the ripple wave effect it would have on the rest of your life….your
career, your parenting, your friends, your family, your life! Create this picture in your mind
right now and spend a few minutes enjoying it because it CAN be yours! I have seen people’s
lives completely transform when they develop a new self-definition and start moving toward
their calling.
This is what I am offering you. The only thing that could stand in your way to that vision is what
you do now. Don’t let a feeling called “self-doubt” or “fear” keep you from what absolutely can
be yours!
I look forward to meeting you and being a part of YOUR Permanent transformation…that is MY
calling! 

Live by Choice!

“I’m interested, what do I do?”
Step #1: Become one of my clients. Go to www.newbodychoice.net
Step #2: Check out the trip brochure at: http://newbodychoice.net/trip.pdf
Step #3: Call for more information and the details for joining me for a lifechanging experience in Cozumel. (dave@newbodychoice.net) 608-269-0444
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